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The Civil Engineer Corps (CEC) is a relatively small Navy community consisting 
of approximately 1300 officers.  Billet locations for the CEC range from Bahrain, Saudi 
Arabia to Keflavik, Iceland.  CEC officers have a broad range of professional skills 
including contract management, public works management, Seabee operations, and other 
various fields.  The information associated with these fields is abundant, and a common 
point of reference would be beneficial to all members.  The community is wide spread 
and requires the ability to disseminate information as efficiently as possible to all corners 
of the world.  Currently, information resources are available in both print and electronic 
forms in numerous locations.  This thesis explores the concept of providing a single on-
line location where CEC officers can go to access the information they need. 
This thesis provides a summary of the development of a working prototype web 
portal,   which grants the community access to the vast amounts of information available.  
The intent of the thesis is to explore the possibilities of how modern web-based 
technologies can be leveraged to provide a wealth of information to hundreds of officers 
around the world.  In addition to the web development necessary for this prototype, the 
project also includes the development of the relational database to deliver data to the 
portal. 
The research focuses on the methodology used to develop this portal prototype.  
The methodology used for the development of the project is a form of Rapid Application 
Development (RAD) including the following phases:  definition, requirements, design, 
and implementation.  Rapid Application Development is an iterative method of delivering 
an end product.  The method focuses on delivery of small pieces of the whole and builds 
up to the final deliverable in an iterative fashion. 
The completion of this thesis project demonstrates that a community portal is 
viable concept for information delivery to the entire Civil Engineer Corps.  The results of 
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I. INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND 
A. AREA OF RESEARCH  
The Civil Engineer Corps (CEC) is a small Navy community consisting of 
approximately 1300 officers.  CEC duty assignments are focused in three main areas: 
Seabee Construction Battalions, Contract Management, and Public Works Management.  
Members spend from eighteen months to three years on station at each duty assignment.  
Billet locations range from Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, to Keflavik, Iceland, and virtually 
every Navy and Marine Corps base in between.  Moves are frequent, and job descriptions 
vary greatly.  The information available to support this community and its many job 
descriptions is vast and wide spread.  Currently, there is no single point of delivery for all 
of this information. 
Advances in technology that have occurred over the last decade have made 
information delivery a much easier task.  A substantially large portion of the population 
is likely to go straight to the internet when they want to find information on any subject.  
The global nature of the internet means that there are not too many places that you go 
where you cannot find a way to “get online” to access this vast information resource.  
The number of internet hosts is still growing at an amazing rate.  (Zakon, 2002)  The 
World Wide Web cannot be ignored as a means of information delivery. 
Given this powerful information delivery tool, the Civil Engineer Corps has the 
opportunity to take advantage of a powerful information network that already exists.  The 
community is in need of a central access point for all community-related information.  
Currently, the information is available in different locations and in different forms 
including web pages and print documents.  New junior officers coming into the Navy 
need to have one location where they can go to find resources to help them develop their 
careers as CEC Officers.  Senior officers, reporting to a specific job type in which they 
have not worked for several years, need a place to go to find the information necessary to 
renew their education in the specific area of the billet to which they are assigned.  
Personnel in the CEC detailing shop need a point of communication with the entire 
community.  All community members need the ability to search for both personnel and 
2 
billets based on current information maintained by the detail office.  The internet 
provides the capability to consolidate this information.  The creation of this centralized 
resource could provide timesavings to all the officers in the community, as well as to 
community managers, who can go to a single location to deliver news and information.  
The concept of a centralized portal for the community is a viable option for 
accomplishing this task.  The portal would initially act as an information delivery tool but 
could also set the stage for the future use of the portal as a resource sharing and 
collaboration tool. 
B. RESEARCH ISSUES 
The primary objective of this research is to explore the possibilities that the 
internet provides as an information delivery tool and to develop a proof-of-concept 
prototype showing the potential for a community portal.  The research will focus on 
developing an appropriate delivery tool for the information available.  Delivering large 
amounts of information in a single location can often overwhelm a user.  The design of 
the portal must balance quantity with quality of delivery.  Other portals will be evaluated 
for effectiveness during the development process. 
Another critical issue to be considered is the design methodology to be used.  
Quick delivery of this prototype is essential, and the method chosen to develop it will 
affect the possibility of quick development.  Options considered include a classic 
waterfall approach, a spiral methodology, an incremental approach, or rapid application 
development.  Rapid application development will be used as it incorporates the best 
aspects of the other methodologies into a single approach.  (Osmundson, 2002) 
A final issue of great importance that must be studied is the data model necessary 
to support the delivery of this information.  This is of utmost importance and will 
consume a large portion of the project development.  The information to be delivered via 
the portal includes personnel information, information resource links, billet information, 
news, awards, and other information as discovered throughout the development of the 
project.  This information is highly suited for database delivery.  The research will 




The scope of this thesis is two-fold.  The end goal of the project is to deliver a 
working prototype of this portal concept and evaluate the web as an information delivery 
tool.  In order to accomplish this goal, the work will be split up into two sections.  The 
first major area of focus will be the relational data model.  The model will support the 
development of the working Microsoft Access database to support the functional 
prototype portal.  Information contained in the database will be of numerous types 
including, but not limited to, personnel information, billet information, news updates, 
community awards, and information resource links.  The second major focus area of the 
thesis will be the development of the working prototype portal and integration with the 
database mentioned previously.  The thesis will demonstrate the viability of the 
community portal concept and open the door for the future exploration of such a project.  
This thesis will not include the implementation of the community portal for use by 
members of the Civil Engineer Corps; however, it will investigate the issues associated 
with such an effort. 
D. METHODOLOGY RESEARCH 
Determining a development methodology is critical to the success of any 
information systems project.  In order to determine a proper development method for this 
project, a brief review of the three primary development methodologies is provided 
below.  A system development life cycle (SDLC) is a logical process by which 
developers build information systems to solve business problems and/or needs.  A 
methodology is the physical implementation of the life cycle, and a true methodology 
should encompass the entire SDLC.  (Whitten, 1998, pp. 72-73)  The three 
methodologies to be considered are Waterfall, Incremental, and Spiral.  This is not an all-
inclusive list.  Rather, it is a list of general development categories.  The strengths, 
weaknesses, and implied risks of each will be considered.  An extensive list of modern 








• The waterfall method is the quickest and most straightforward method 
by which to obtain a product. 
• From a manager’s point of view, the waterfall design methodology is 
easier to manage because of its linear nature. 
b. Weaknesses 
• Because of the simple, straightforward nature of the waterfall method, 
it has limited flexibility throughout the design process.  This creates a 
need for specific, concrete requirements determination at the 
beginning of the project. 
• In addition, the waterfall methodology does not lend itself to 
segmented systems development. 
c. Implied Risks 
• If requirements are not well defined, the project could fail due to lack 
of direction, because its linear nature does not allow for course 
changes. 
• If a system is large and cumbersome with many parts, this method is 




• Incremental design methods provide some additional level of 
flexibility during the design process. 
• This flexibility and the non-linear nature of this methodology make it 
better suited to larger, segmented systems. 
 
b. Weaknesses 
• Because of the iterative and flexible nature of incremental methods, 
development using this method tends to be more time consuming. 
• Requirements need to be firm but not concrete in order to use this 
design methodology because, although less rigid, it has limits to its 
flexibility. 
c. Implied Risks 
• In a project with fixed time duration, this method can lead to failure 
due to its iterative nature, which is time consuming. 
• Requirements that are not concrete can lead to project failure because 







• Spiral design and development methodologies allow the most flexible 
process for software creation and implementation. 
• This methodology is non-linear and iterative in nature, which makes it 
ideally suited for large multi-part systems without concrete 
requirements. 
b. Weaknesses 
• The fact that requirements do not have to been well defined for this 
process tends to make this the most costly method of software 
development because of the many changes in direction throughout the 
project. 
• Both of the strengths listed for this methodology also lend to its 
weakness, in that, they cause the development process to be long and 
drawn out. 
c. Implied Risks 
• The flexible nature of this evolutionary methodology allows for the 
possibility of both cost and schedule overruns. 
• User interaction in the iterative development process is critical and if 
insufficient could cause project failure.  (Sorensen, 2002) 
4. Other Methodologies 
The previous section discussed general design methodologies available for 
development.  In addition to these, numerous methodologies are variations of the 
aforementioned.  A short sampling of these other methodologies include Rapid 
Application Development, Component Assembly Model, and Concurrent Development 
Model.  This is by no means a comprehensive list as the number of methodologies is very 
long.  New unnamed processes are created often, because often no one methodology suits 
the needs of the development team.  (Osmundson, 2002) 
E. METHODOLOGY SELECTION 
In any information technology project, the method of development can be critical 
to the success of the project.  A form of Rapid Application Development (RAD) has been 
chosen as the methodology for this project because of its quick delivery time and focus 
on iterative development of small individual parts of the whole project.  (Creative Data, 
2002)  Rapid Application Development is not as clearly defined as some other 
development methodologies.  There are a few basic principles:  joint design teams, 
integrated computer-aided software engineering tools, and an iterative process.  The 
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focus of RAD is fast, iterative development.  (Harris, 1997, pg. 1-1)  Small portions of 
the project are incrementally developed with the result being a complete and usable 
product.  Rapid Application Development has the strength of a classic waterfall 
methodology with its structured development phases, but it also has the advantage of 
iterative design phases similar to a spiral approach.   
The methodology to be used is being called a form of RAD because it does not 
follow the basic principles very closely.  Joint development teams will not be used 
because a single person is doing the development; and CASE tools will not specifically 
be used since the project is to be delivered as a web product and is relatively small.  The 
tools used for this development are discussed in the next chapter.  As was mentioned 
previously, design methodologies are very numerous and often modified to fit the needs 
of the project.  However, follow-on work to this project could utilize the additional 
principles of RAD more closely as the magnitude of the project would be much greater.  
This development will be broken up into four phases: definition, requirements, design, 
and implementation.  A graphical representation of the methodology to be used can be 



























Figure 1.   Development Methodology 
 
The definition phase is focused on identifying the users of the system, 
determining the need for the project, and identifying major functional areas of the system.  
The requirements phase will be used to determine specific requirements of the system.  
The entity relationship diagram to support the portal will be developed during this phase 
in addition to a general site plan for the portal. 
The design phase will include the development of the database schema, including 
all entities and their attributes.  It will also include the detailed site plan for development 
of the portal.  This phase is iterative and often overlaps and interacts with the 
requirements phase.  Interaction and repetition between the requirements and design 
phases is what separates this methodology from a traditional waterfall development 
process.  During the multiple requirements and design phases, the project will progress 
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from a paper concept to a working prototype through development cycles for each part of 
the system including the database and individual segments of the portal.  Each iteration of 
requirements analysis and design will focus on an area of the project and work towards 
the end goal of a single integrated system. 
Since RAD methodology is being used, iterative development is essential.  The 
requirements and design phases will be repeated as necessary to accomplish the 
development of each segment of the project.  An initial focus will be placed on defining 
the general requirements, and they will be re-evaluated during each phase of the 
development. 
The implementation phase deals with the final details of the project.  It involves 
the actual activation of the prototype system and the issues involved in making it a 
successful evolution.  Final troubleshooting of the integrated system occurs during this 
phase.  This phase will be limited in scope for the purpose of this research, as this is only 
a prototype development. 
Overall, this methodology should provide a quality product in the shortest amount 
of time.  Rapid application development is a quick methodology, but this does not mean 
taking shortcuts.  (U.C. Davis, 2002)  It merely means efficient use of time.  Planning is 
still critical to the success of the project, and the following chapters will focus on the very 
important task of requirements determination. 
F. ORGANIZATION 
This thesis will be organized in the following manner: 
1. Chapter I – Introduction 
This chapter introduces the goals of the research and details the methodology to 
be used for the development of the project. 
2. Chapter II – Project Definition 
This chapter will deal with the need for the project, identification of users, and 




3. Chapter III – Project Requirements & Design 
This chapter is where the project begins to take shape and is the focus of the 
research.  Specific requirements will be identified for the prototype system.  It deals with 
the actual development of the data model including all entities and attributes as well as 
the web interface creation.  The chapter will be divided into 5 development phases, which 
will be defined in more detail later. 
4. Chapter IV – Project Implementation 
This chapter is limited in scope.  Two primary issues will be addressed:  the final 
integration of the database and web portal and factors to be considered for 
implementation of a similar concept for use by the entire community. 
5. Chapter V – Conclusion 
This chapter summarizes the project and recaps lessons learned, in addition to 
recommending areas of future study. 
G. BENEFITS 
The Navy as a whole is experimenting with the use of portal technology.  Naval 
Facilities Engineering Command is specifically working on a portal concept to support 
the entire NAVFAC community.  This research will provide ground level insight into 
some of the issues associated with developing an information delivery tool.  This research 
will be useful in adding to the collective knowledge of the community concerning web 
and portal technology.  The product will provide the Civil Engineer Corps with a data 
model from which to work in order to move forward with this type of project using their 
choice of developer.  The prototype will also provide a conceptual starting point for the 
development of a final product.  The community will be able to build on the concepts 















































II. PROJECT DEFINITION 
A. GENERAL 
A key element to a successful information technology project is a clear definition 
of the need for the project, the major areas of functionality for the project, and the users 
of the system to be delivered by the project.  These elements become key in developing 
the requirements for the project.  It is essential that any project meet the requirements for 
which it was intended.  It is critical to deliver the requirements, but scope creep must be 
avoided.  Proper definition of the project and adequate requirements analysis are effective 
strategies for accomplishing the project goals without allowing scope creep.  This chapter 
deals with the clear definition of the project, while the next chapter will elaborate greatly 
on project requirements. 
B. PROJECT NEED 
The Civil Engineer Corps could benefit greatly from a central location for 
accessing community specific information.  Two specific points make this need ideally 
suited to an online solution: 
• Civil Engineer Corps officers are spread around the world. 
• The amount of information available to be shared is tremendous. 
Given these points, it is clear that a single web-based resource providing access to 
the vast amounts of information would be an invaluable asset.  Additional information is 
needed regarding the information available for dissemination.  The following paragraphs 
detail the specifics of information available for delivery to the community. 
1. Personnel Information 
The Civil Engineer Corps detailing shop (Naval Personnel Command Code 4413) 
manages all personnel information for the CEC.  This information includes the 
management of all personnel in addition to the tracking of all command and billet 
information.  This information is maintained in a legacy database system at Naval 
Personnel Command (NAVPERSCOM).  This information was discovered during a site 
visit in 2001.  The system is an old hierarchical database model, which is accessed by 
multiple legacy applications for managing navy Personnel.  This system is nearly 
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impossible to interface on a real-time basis.  For the purposes of this project, the goal is 
to provide members of the community with online real-time access to billet and personnel 
information.  This will be accomplished with a separate system, which will maintain the 
data necessary to provide the information needed by the community.  A concurrent 
research project is developing a method for sharing data between the legacy system and a 
modern relational database.  For the purpose of the portal prototype, the data model 
developed will be similar to and created in conjunction with the other research project.  
The NAVPERSCOM system does not maintain any personal member information such 
as home address, spouse information, phone numbers, and other information, which is not 
directly related to the member’s command.  This additional functionality will be added to 
the capabilities of this system. 
2. Professional Resources 
Professional resources are another critical area of need for online information 
delivery.  The community is diversified in background, qualifications, and job 
descriptions.  There are three major areas of focus for professional development as a 
Civil Engineer Corps officer:  Contract Management, Public Works Management, and 
Seabee Combat Warfare.  Contract Management positions focus on the management and 
oversight of facilities construction and repair projects.  Within this career field, there is a 
specific training path towards becoming an acquisition professional.  The information 
associated with this training path is available in various locations.  Public Works 
Management billets exist in order to maintain existing shore facilities.  Standard training 
and manuals are available in order to assist members in becoming proficient in this field.  
The final area of focus for CEC officers is Seabee Combat Warfare.  These billets are the 
only operational units to which members of the Corps are typically assigned.  Warfare 
Qualification is a critical milestone during tours in Seabee battalions.  Manuals and other 
general information are available in order to prepare members for their service in a 
Seabee battalion. 
In addition to these specific areas of professional development, there are also the 
areas of Naval Officer Development and general Career Development.  Resources are 
available to assist young officers in the planning and directing of their careers both as 
Naval Officers and as members of the Civil Engineer Corps. 
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3. Community Items of Interest 
In addition to the previously mentioned personnel and billet information, the Civil 
Engineer Corps regularly disseminates items of interest to all members of the community.  
These items are delivered in biweekly updates, which include news updates, awards to 
members, and orders releases.  This information is currently distributed using e-mail with 
a link to a web document. 
C. GENERAL FUCNTIONALITY 
Given the general description of information resources available, basic areas of 
system functionality can be outlined.  The development of this portal prototype will focus 
on providing functionality in the following areas: 
• Personnel information delivery and update capability. 
• Professional information resources delivery. 
• Community items of interest submission and delivery. 
1. Personnel Information 
Personnel information is currently maintained by NAVPERSCOM code 4413.  
Billet and personnel information has traditionally been delivered in a print media once a 
year.  This information was limited to specific information related to members of the 
Civil Engineers Corps and their current billet information.  As this was an annually 
printed document, it was out of date soon after its printing and release to the community.  
Recently, this information has become available online in a searchable format; however, 
the search capabilities are limited, and update capability is not available.  This web portal 
will give access to personnel and billet information as well as personal contact 
information at the discretion of the member.  The portal will also give users access to the 
system in order to allow them to update their personal information.  The goal will be to 
provide extensive search capabilities, including various types of personnel and billet 
searches. 
2. Professional Information 
The purpose of this portal is not to duplicate existing information.  Rather, the 
goal is making existing information readily available.  Professional information is the 
most important area where this goal must be kept in mind.  There are vast resources 
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available to deliver the professional development information needed by members of the 
Civil Engineer Corps.  In order to make use of these extensive resources, members must 
be able to locate the information that they need.  This portal will provide a jumping point 
to information resources available in other locations on the World Wide Web or intranets 
of various commands.  Information will only be made accessible directly from this portal 
when no information is currently available in an online format for members of the 
community. 
3. Community Items of Interest 
Community interest items are currently delivered via e-mail to members of the 
CEC.  This method of delivery was recently switched from a print-and-mail method, 
which had been used for several years, to an e-mail providing a link to a web document  
(http://www.navfac.navy.mil/pao-graphics/CECBiweekly020607.htm).  Typical items of interest 
delivered to the community include news updates, award presentations, and orders 
releases.  Other information is periodically delivered including promotion selections and 
other general community information as it arises.  This project will make this information 
available on a continuing basis.  Information will be delivered based on the current date 
and the date of the item of interest.  Users will have access to the system in order to 
submit new items for delivery to the community via the portal. 
4. Database Capability 
The database to support this web portal concept is an essential part of the 
development.  MS Access will be used to develop a relational database that will be easily 
accessible from the web development environment using an ODBC connection.  The 
database development will include the creation of all tables and their relationships.  In 
addition, Access will be used for the Database Management System (DBMS).  This 
functionality will provide quick, easy access to the information and will not be dependent 
on a connection to the web.  This capability will be useful in the early stages of 
development when populating the database with data in order to test web developments.  
The Access DBMS will also be usable for users of the system after development, and that 
fact will be kept in mind during the creation of the data access forms. 
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D. USER IDENTIFICATION 
This project is limited in scope, as it is meant to be a proof-of-concept prototype 
demonstrating the viability of such a concept for the entire community.  Because of this 
fact, the variety of users having access to the system will be limited.  All users will be 
treated the same for access to the portal.  The user experience will not be customized 
based on who the user is; rather, the users will be defined for the purpose of this project 
as a Civil Engineer Corps officer needing access to all of the above described information 
and capabilities.  An advanced section will be available for the administration of some 
portions of the database.  This will be the only distinction in users.  The administration 
section will require different credentials in order to gain access.  Figure 2 shows an 
interaction diagram between users and the elements of the system. 
 
Figure 2.   System Interaction Diagram 
 
E. FEASABILITY 
Based on the need and general functionality defined above, this project is viable 
for completion.  The limited functionality of the prototype keeps the project simple 
enough to be completed in a reasonable time but capable enough to demonstrate the 
applicability of such a concept for use by the community. 
There will be no additional cost associated with the development of this 
prototype.  Hardware, including a workstation and a server, has been provided by the 
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Naval Postgraduate School for use during the thesis development.  All software needed 
for development has been provided by the school, and there will be no labor cost 
associated with development because the manpower will be provided by student research 
time. 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, this project is beneficial to both the Navy and the 
Civil Engineer Corps.  The knowledge gained through the completion of this project will 
add to the collective capabilities of the Civil Engineer Corps.  This will be beneficial 
during the upcoming development of an enterprise-level portal for use by all members of 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command including military, civilian, and contractor 
personnel. 
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III. PROJECT REQUIREMENTS & DEFINITION 
A. DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
Rapid Application Development is used in this project for providing a phased 
development process for the Civil Engineer Corps community portal.  In order to 
properly take advantage of this methodology, the project must be broken down into 
segments.  The segments can be developed independently.  The breakdown of this 
development will partially reflect the core functional areas of the project but will not 
follow them exactly.  There are three main areas of information delivery required for the 
portal: personnel information, professional information, and community items of interest.  
The project will be broken into five main modules for development purposes.  The three 
main areas of information delivery will all represent a development phase.  Two 
additional phases will be added to the list.  The first phase is the development of the 
supporting database for the portal.  The second phase is the creation of the portal home 
page, which is a culmination of information from each of the functional areas.  Each 
phase will consist of requirements analysis and design.  The development will progress in 
the following order with a majority of the requirements analysis being done in the first 
two phases. 
• Phase 1 – Relational database development 
• Phase 2 – Home page and interface development 
• Phase 3 – Personnel information delivery 
• Phase 4 – Professional information delivery 
• Phase 5 – Community items of interest delivery 
Two design approaches are available for the design of this project A top-down 
approach involves starting with high-level strategic goals and working with these goals to 
develop a framework for the end product.  A bottom-up approach is used in situation 
where a concept already exists for the end user system.  This portal will be developed 
using a bottom-up approach.  A general idea of what is to be provided to users of the 
portal already exists.  This approach will allow for the derivation of design specifics from 
end level user requirements.  (Kroenke, 2000, pp. 41-42)  
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B. GENERAL SITE PLAN 
In order to grasp an overall view of the project scope, a general site plan is 
provided to establish a guide for development.  This general site plan can be seen in 
Figure 3 and is representative of the layout of the web portal to be developed. 
 
 
Figure 3.   General Site Plan 
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This plan is derived from the general requirements set forth in the definition 
portion of this report.  The plan does not include details of the specific number of pages 
on the site or any detail related to how those pages will interact.  During Phases two 
through five, a detailed site plan will be developed based on the progression of the portal 
development.  The general site plan details the core areas of functionality, a general plan 
for interaction between modules, and a representation of the project development phases. 
C. DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 
Web development tools have expanded greatly in their capabilities in recent years.  
Web pages, which could only be produced by an expert code writer just a few years ago, 
can now be created with simple point-and-click tools.  Major offerings in the web 
development software arena include Macromedia Dreamweaver, Macromedia Ultradev, 
Microsoft .Net, Microsoft FrontPage, Adobe GoLive, Hotdog, and other lesser-known 
development tools.  These same companies also offer other software in the arena of 
desktop publishing and photo editing, which can aid in the development of web graphics 
and other content.  Some of these newer packages even provide the capability to write 
HTML code for graphics and actions created within the software. 
In addition to the extensive list of web development and graphics editing 
software, there are also numerous portal development packages available for the 
integrated design and deployment of large enterprise-level portals.  This list of tools 
includes BEA WebLogic, Microsoft SharePoint, IBM WebSphere, Oracle 9iAS, and 
Sybase Enterprise Portal.  These tools are focused on enterprise-level application 
delivery.  The definition of a portal in the business arena is migrating towards 
collaborative interactive sites with a focus on accessing enterprise applications.  This 
project is focused on a more traditional information delivery model of a portal.  The 
development is small in scale; therefore, portal development products will not be used for 
the creation of this prototype. 
Based on previous experience Macromedia Dreamweaver, Ultradev 4 has proven 
to be an invaluable development tool in the creation of web pages and web-accessible 
database applications.  This software will be used for the development of this portal.  In 
addition, other software will be used for creation of the web content.  Adobe Photoshop 6 
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and Macromedia Fireworks 4 are excellent resources for web graphic content 
development.  Microsoft Visio 2002 will be used for the development of the entity 
relationship diagram and the site plan diagrams.  Visio provides industry standard 
charting capabilities and interaction with web pages and databases.  Visio was primarily 
chosen for this research work because of its high-level of compatibility with other 
products in the Microsoft suite.  Its modeling capabilities are sufficient for this small 
project.  There is only one additional capability that would be utilized on a project of this 
size – the ability to create a database directly from the model.  Microsoft Access 2002 
will be used for the development of the relational database that will be used to support the 
portal.  Microsoft Access provides robust database capability for small applications. 
D. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
The final desired deliverables become a starting point for the identification of 
requirements, when using a bottom-up approach.  Using the necessary deliverables as a 
point of reference for the derivation of requirements ensures that the system will be built 
from the bottom up with the end user requirements at the core.  Initial requirements 
analysis will be focused on identifying all the functional requirements of the portal 
identified by development phase.  Table 1 identifies these requirements.  Each 
requirement will be discussed in detail in the appropriate development phase, and 
additional requirements will be identified in later phases of the project as necessary. 
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Phase 1 - Relational database development 
Store data in an easy-to-manage relational database 
Provide a normalized data model based on the informtion needs of the portal 
Provide database management capabilities 
Phase 2 – Web portal home page and interface development 
Allow quick member search by last name 
Display missing e-mail address count 
Allow quick submission of missing e-mails 
Allow quick access to personal information updates 
Provide user friendly main interface 
Provide a common access menu structure 
Display recent community news 
Display recent community orders releases 
Display recent community award presentations 
Allow user login and session tracking 
Phase 3 – Personnel information delivery tools development 
Allow activity searches 
Provide detailed activity search results 
Allow member searches 
Provide detailed member profile search results 
Allow billet searches 
Phase 4 – Professional information delivery tools development 
Provide links to acquisition professional information 
Provide links to public works management information 
Provide links to Seabee combat warfare information 
Provide links to general CEC career development information 
Phase 5 – Community items of interest information delivery tools 
development 
Deliver news 
Deliver award presentations 
Deliver orders releases 
 
Table 1.   Project Requirements 
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E. PHASE 1 – RELATIONAL DATABASE DEVELOPMENT 
This phase, although not the primary focus of this project, is critical to the success 
of the prototype.  The supporting database for any system can make information delivery 
easy or impossible depending on the design of the database. 
1. Existing Data 
The focus of this project is not to create a fully populated database.  The goal is to 
create an ideal relational model for the support of the portal.  Much of the data needed to 
support this information delivery tool is not available in a database format.  Specifically, 
professional information and community items of interest are not maintained in a 
database.  In fact, the list of professional information is not even compiled.  The links are 
scattered over numerous sites across the World Wide Web.  The final category of 
information to be stored is personnel information.  This data is maintained by Naval 
Personnel Command Code 4413.  As mentioned previously, this information is 
maintained in a legacy database system.  The data is not stored in a relational model and 
is unavailable for any type of link to the system.  That being said, the data can be 
extracted in a comma separated value text file, but again, the data is not relational and is 
difficult to manipulate. 
Another thesis research project is underway currently to study the method by 
which the data can be linked or imported to a stand-alone system for use by the staff at 
NAVPERSCOM.  Some data will be migrated from this system for functionality testing 
of the community portal, but a complete and accurate migration is beyond the scope of 
this thesis.  This effort will be discussed in more detail in the implementation chapter.  
The database portion of this project will focus on the development of an efficient data 
model that meets the data requirements of the web portal not an existing database.  This 
eliminates many of the many difficulties associated with database migration and/or 
population. 
2. Data Model Selection 
A data model type must be selected in order to meet the requirements of the 
project.  Data models most commonly used in modern systems include hierarchical, 
object-oriented, and relational.  Hierarchical is an older form of database used in many 
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older mainframe-terminal configurations.  Object-oriented is the newest of these three 
options, but is complicated and often difficult to work with in creating a simple user-
maintained database.  (Date, 1990)  Relational data models are commonly used in 
database implementations today.  Relational models provide efficient storage of data in 
an easy to understand format.  In a relational model, information is stored in entities, 
which are tables of “related” data.  Information in different entities is related according to 
proper relationships.  This method of data storage follows a logical pattern of 
organization, minimizes duplicated data, and eliminates certain processing errors 
generated by data stored in other ways.  (Kroenke, 2000, pp. 17-18)  The relational 
concept will be used for the development of this project. 
3. Requirements Analysis 
The requirements specifically related to the database development portion of this 
project are limited in quantity; however, the development of an efficient, easy-to-manage 
database is critical to the success of the portal concept.  The requirements for this phase 
are simply stated as store data in an easy-to-manage database, provide a data model based 
on the information needs of the portal and provide database management capabilities. 
The information identified as data requirements is derived from two primary 
sources.  The first is the print version of the P1 Civil Engineer Corps directory.  This 
document is a guide for identifying the information required for proper tracking of 
community personnel information.  Two sample pages from this document are included 
in Appendix A.  The second source for identifying possible data to be stored is the Civil 
Engineer Corps Bi-weekly newsletter.  A copy of the June 7th issue is included in 
Appendix B.  Other information identified as data requirements comes from the 
developer’s knowledge of the community and the requirements for the web portal. 
In addition to the development of the data model and the Access database, 
database management must be included.  For this project, the form creation capability of 
MS Access will be utilized.  A Database Management system is necessary in order to 
provide access to and maintain the data.  Additional database management will be 
provided to the end user through the web interface, and this will be discussed later in this 
chapter. 
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4. Database Schema 
The exact details of a database are explained in detail using the schema.  The 
schema includes the entities, attributes, domains, and the business rules for the database.  
The schema is a design for the database.   (Kroenke, 2000, pg. 30)  Based on the specific 
database requirements and the overall core functionality of the system, a database schema 
model can be developed.  In order to begin development of the data model, a 
brainstorming session is necessary to identify entities to store in the database.  Figure 4 
shows the results of this session. 
 
 
Figure 4.   Brainstorming Session Results 
 
The goal of the brainstorming session is to develop a list that will be refined and 
become the list of entities for the data model.  The Entity Relationship Diagram can be 
developed based on a refined list.  Based on the results of the brainstorming session and 
further consideration of data to be stored, Table 2 provides a list of entities that have been 
identified as primary for the data model.  This list does not include intersection tables or 











Table 2.   Primary Entity List 
 
a. E-R Diagram Creation 
The primary information to be stored in the database is personnel 
information.  This includes information related to members, activities, and billets.  
Additional information included in the model is related to the submission of news 
updates, awards, and links to items of interest for the community. 
The simplified Entity Relationship Diagram is shown in Figure 5.  It 
shows the relationship between all of the primary entities for this model.  The detailed E-
R Diagram with all attributes defined will follow.  The logic for the Simple E-R Diagram 
is as follows. 
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Figure 5.   Simple E-R Diagram 
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The MEMBER entity represents a member of the Civil Engineer Corps.  
Members have addresses, phone numbers, and email address.  Each member can have 
from zero to many of each.  ADDRESS, PHONE, and EMAIL are the entities that 
represent this data.  All addresses, phone numbers, and email addresses must be 
associated with a member, but a member does not have to have any of the above.  Each 
member can have many Pcodes and qualifications represented by the PCODE and 
QUALIFICATION entities.  There are many qualifications and pcodes.  Each member 
can have from zero to many of each.  Pcodes and qualifications need not have a member. 
Members are assigned to billets represented by the BILLET entity.  Each 
member must be assigned to a billet, but a billet does not have to have a member.  A 
member can be assigned to many billets during his or her career.  Billets are associated 
with an activity represented by the ACTIVITY entity.  An activity can have many billets, 
but a billet can only be associated with one activity.  An activity is not required to have a 
billet, but a billet must be associated with an activity.  Each activity can have from zero 
to many phone numbers stored in ACTIVITY_PHONE.  A billet can have one pcode as 
represented by the PCODE entity, but this is not required.  A pcode does not have to be 
associated with a billet.  Each billet can have a primary and a secondary qualification 
requirement.  This information is stored in the QUALIFICATION entity.  A billet is not 
required to have any qualifications, and qualification does not have to be associated with 
a billet. 
Members can submit community news updates, which are stored in the 
NEWS entity.  A news update must be associated with the member who submitted it, but 
a member does not have to have submitted any news updates.  Award announcements can 
be submitted for members of the community and are stored in the AWARDS entity.  
Members can receive from zero to many awards, and an award has to be associated with 
a member.  Links to professional items of interest are to be stored in the LINKS entity, 
but this information is not associated directly with any other entity. 
Appendix C provides the detailed database schema in tabular format.  The 
tables include all of the entities with their attributes and allowable values (domains).  The 
tables indicate PK and FK relationships, which have been identified as unique, non-data 
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carrying integers in each entity.  The information provided in the appendix is very 
comprehensive; however, the information is best presented in a graphical format.  Figure 
6 is the detailed entity-relationship diagram.  It displays all of the information from the 
simple E-R Diagram, but also includes the attributes for each entity, the intersection 




Figure 6.   E-R Diagram 
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b. Business Rules 
The final element of the database schema is the business rules for the 
database.  In this model, most of the data is constrained by the model itself therefore 
limiting the number of business rules necessary.  Uniformity of data input is the primary 
requirement that is to be controlled by a business rule.  In order to accomplish this in 
certain data fields, lookup tables are to be created.  Entities will be created for the 
following information: designator, rank, type of address, type of phone number, type of 
e-mail address, category of web link, category of billet, state, sex, suffix, and race.  These 
entities will be used as lookup tables (shown in Figure 7) in order to control values 
entered for specific values in other entities.   
 
Figure 7.   Lookup Tables 
 
Each of the entities will be prefaced with “lookup” for ease of 
identification.  Usernames will be controlled by a business rule for this portal.  All 
usernames will be constrained to first initial, middle initial, and last name.  As an 
example, Neil Christopher Rader would have “ncrader” as a username.  This business 
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rule will not be enforced by the system.  The input of usernames will be controlled by the 
database manager when inputting new users into the system.  Duplicate values must be 
avoided in order to successfully management portal login accounts, which will be 
discussed in detail later.   
c. Normalization 
The goal in creating this relational model was to create an efficient 
database that eliminated data duplication wherever possible.  In order to do this the 
database needs to be normalized to the maximum extent possible.  Normalization is the 
process by which modification anomalies are eliminated from the database.  The goal is 
to obtain Domain Key/Normal Form (DK/NF for the entire database.  This is the highest 
level of normalization and will prevent all modification anomalies.  “A relation is in 
DK/NF if every constraint on the relation is a logical consequence of the definition of 
keys and domains.”  In order to make this definition more clear a breakdown of the three 
primary definitions in this statement are provided below. 
A constraint is defined as any rule governing the static values of an 
attribute.  A key is a unique identifier for record in a table.  The domain for an attribute is 
defined as the meaning of the attribute and the physical list of values it can have.  In 
simpler terms “…a relation is in DK/NF if enforcing key and domain restrictions causes 
all of the constraints to be met.”  (Kroenke, 2000, pg. 126)  This model was successfully 
normalized to a high degree; however, two specific issues were not dealt with. 
The first and most important of these is the relationship between billets 
and activities.  In reality this relationship should be able to be represented using a many-
to-many relationship.  A set of data could be defined such that a finite list of billets could 
occur at numerous activities.  Instead. the relationship is represented as a one-to-many 
relationship with one activity having many billets.  The reason for this denormalized state 
is the data available for the population of the database.  A single job description might 
occur at two different locations, but its description in the NAVPERSCOM system might 
be different from one activity to the next.  For an example, a public works officer billet 
will be considered.  Each activity that has a public works officer will have a separate 
billet listed in the legacy system.  One location may call this billet the public works 
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officer, another may simply list it as PWO, and still another may simply list it as the 
facilities director.  This created a problem with data migration; therefore, this relationship 
was not normalized. 
The second issue is related to the use of the designator lookup table.  The 
database was created and the project was well underway, when this information was 
identified as something that had the potential to change.  The data is stored in the 
MEMBER and BILLET entities and merely looked up from the lookupDESIGNATOR 
table.  If the information for a designator were to change data updates would be required 
to both the MEMBER and BILLET tables.  The proper implementation for this data 
would be to relate members and billets to designators using a foreign key in these tables.  
The implementation would be similar to the relationship between billets and Pcodes.  In 
fact, the data in the pcode table would soon be required to go through this very update 
because navy pcodes were changed recently. 
5. Database Creation 
With the conceptual design of the database complete, the Microsoft Access 
database can be created.  Microsoft Visio was used as the tool for creation of the E-R 
diagram.  The I-CASE tools mentioned earlier could have been beneficial in this primary 
area.  More advance integrated software tools have the ability to take an entity 
relationship diagram and automatically create the database using the schema.  
Unfortunately, Visio does not have this capability.  For this project, the Microsoft Access 
database was created manually in order to duplicate the database schema.  Fortunately, 
Visio does have the capability to refresh a conceptual data model drawing by connecting 
to the database.  This capability can be used to refresh the E-R diagram when any future 
changes are made to the database.  With all tables and relationships created in MS 
Access, the database can be populated with a limited sample of data for demonstration 
purposes. 
6. Database Population 
The goal of this project is not to populate a fully accurate database; consequently, 
a simple data set will be created from existing data in order to demonstrate the 
capabilities of the system.  Two flat files from the mainframe system at NAVPERSCOM 
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were used to populate approximately 1300 members, 450 activities, 1200 billets, and 
1100 sets of orders.  This data set is not complete and is not up to date with all current 
member assignments, but the data is sufficient for prototype testing.  The data chosen for 
migration was selected for ease of integration.  Additional information was manually 
input into the system including addresses, phone numbers, e-mail address, and activity 
phone numbers.  Member qualifications and pcodes were also migrated from the test files 
provided by NAVPERSCOM.  Finally, a select group of awards and news stories were 
input from recent CEC bi-weekly newsletters, in addition to links to several sites with 
professional information for CEC officers. 
7. Database Management 
A database is useless if the information in it cannot be maintained in an intuitive 
user-friendly manner.  Microsoft Access was chosen as the DBMS for this prototype 
project.  Given this fact, the form creation capability of Access was selected as an 
interface for the database manager.  Forms will be created to give the administrator 
access to add, edit, or delete all records in the database using the GUI interface. 
8. Form Creation 
In order to accomplish the goal of providing add, edit, and delete capability for all 
information in the database, several forms will need to be created.  In addition, a central 
switchboard form will be created to grant access to each of the individual forms.  The 
following is a list of all forms to be created, and Figure 8 is a graphical representation of 
how they interact with one another. 
• Main Switchboard 
• Information Resources Switchboard 
• Community Member Management 
• Shore Activity Management 
• Shore Billet Management 
• Member Orders Management 
• Web Link Management 
• Award Submission Management 
• News Submission Management 
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Figure 8.   Form Interaction Diagram 
 
These forms are created using automated capabilities in Microsoft Access and 
then customized for more logical and meaningful arrangement of data.  The main 
switchboard is shown in Figure 9, and the Community Member Management form is 
shown in Figure 10 as an example of a typical management form.  All other forms are 
shown in Appendix D.  The forms provide access to all information in the database and 
implement the primary business rule, which is use of the lookup tables mentioned earlier.  
The forms limit the choices in these fields to only those available in the associated lookup 




Figure 9.   Main Switchboard 
 





Figure 11.   Lookup Table Example 
 
7. Database Testing 
The final step in the database phase of the project is the testing phase.  Both the 
data model and the data management forms require testing.  In order to accomplish this 
task, several additional records were put into the database using the management forms 
created in the previous section.  During the input of these records, various minor changes 
to database field properties and form properties were identified and corrected.  The result 
is a working system that allows access to all data, maintains rules of data integrity 
required by the E-R diagram, and properly implements the primary business rule required 
for this development.  Several selected users were allowed access to the system in order 
to confirm its capabilities. 
F. PHASE 2 – HOME PAGE AND INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT 
This phase is the development of the of the primary access point for users of the 
portal.  The development includes work on the home page for the portal and the 
considerations required in creating the entire site.  It is the hub of the portal and is 
essential to success of the prototype. 
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1. Server Model Selection 
In order to begin work on the creation of a database-driven website, a web server 
model must be selected.  Dreamweaver, Ultradev 4 allows for the choice of three 
different models: Active Server Page (ASP), Java Server Page (JSP), and ColdFusion 
Markup Language (CFML).  The server model specifies by what means the web pages 
will interact with the database server.  Each of these models is similar in functionality in 
that they all deliver html code to the end user desktop. 
• ColdFusion was created by Allaire and is now owned by Macromedia.  
ColdFusion boasts its just-in-time compiler, which renders the CFML into 
the pages that are served.  The CFML code encompasses a combination 
HTML and XML code.  (searchDatabase.com, 2002)  ColdFusion also 
boasts a very high level of interoperability between platforms and 
browsers.  (Brooks-Bilson, 2001, pp. 1-5) 
• JSP, as the name implies, delivers dynamic content using java applets.  A 
Java Server Page calls a Java program that is executed by the web server 
and then sent to the user.  (searchSolaris.com, 2002) 
• An Active Server Page is a regular HTML page that contains one or more 
scripts to be processed by the server.  ASP is a feature of Microsoft 
Internet Information Server (IIS); however, since the scripts are 
interpreted on the server side, an ASP page can be delivered to almost any 
browser.  The scripting language used can be either JavaScript of 
VBScript. 
It is also possible to run scripts on the client side, but this is not recommended 
because it can cause problems with browser interoperability.  (searchWin2000.com, 
2002)  Each of these tools provides access to essentially any standard database 
connection. 
ASP is to be used as the server model based on the developer’s knowledge of the 
model, the availability of a Windows 2000 Advanced Server with IIS 5.0, and the 
capability to perform server-side scripting with HTML code delivered to the desktop.  
JavaScript will be used for the scripting language.  Although the user is more familiar 
with VBScript, there are more resources available for custom JavaScript expertise on the 
web.  The following section gives a brief overview of the ASP model. 
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2. Active Server Page Model 
Since ASP has been chosen as the server model for this development, a brief 
description of the mechanics behind its operation is provided here.  Figure 12 gives a 
graphical representation of the client server relationship involved in the model.   
 
Figure 12.   ASP Server Model 
 
There are six Active Server objects.  The Request object and the Response are of 
primary concern.  The request object deals with requests from the client sent to the site or 
application most likely submitted from an HTML form.  The Response object deals with 
the server response to the client browser.  The Application and Session objects manage 
information about the application currently running.  This unique instance of the 
application is called a session. 
The ObjectContext object is used for setting timeout properties for scripts and 
converting text into HTML or URLs.  The server object is self-explanatory, but the 
CreateObject method of the Server object is of great importance.  This method in 
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conjunction with the ActiveX Data Object (ADO) allows the ability to create, move, 
alter, or delete records in the database.  This functionality is key to the success of a data-
driven web page.  (Kauffman, 1999, pp. 12-13) 
3. Requirements Analysis 
A review of the requirements previously identified for this portion of the project 
is necessary.  They were defined as: 
• Allow quick member search by last name 
• Display missing e-mail address count 
• Allow quick submission of missing e-mails 
• Allow quick access to personal information updates 
• Provide user friendly main interface 
• Provide a common access menu structure 
• Display recent community news 
• Display recent community orders releases 
• Display recent community award presentations 
• Allow user login and session tracking 
Based on this list and the success of the data model creation, the web application 
can be created to meet the prescribed requirements.  One additional requirement not 
previously identified is the need for site accessibility.  DoD mandates in Section 508 that 
all sponsored sites be accessible to everyone.  (Section 508, 2002) 
4. Database Integration and Connection 
The first need for the creation of a data-driven web application is the connection 
to the database.  This process has been streamlined and is now an integrated part of 
Microsoft operating systems.  Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) is the method that 
will be used for this connection.  ODBC allows for connection to essentially any standard 
database including SQL Server, Oracle, Access, and others.  Dreamweaver automatically 
recognizes these connections and sets them up for use in newly created ASP pages. 
For connectivity to the database for use on the web, two primary methods can be 
used.  Both of these methods involve the use of the Structure Query Language (SQL) for 
requesting and submitting data to and from the database.  SQL is the standard for 
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information interchange between computers.  It works on essentially any relational 
database, and runs on almost any computer or operating system.  This again supports the 
goal of interoperability.  SQL is a data access language that uses, SELECT, INPUT, 
DELETE, and UPDATE commands to manipulate the database.  In addition other 
statements like WHERE and GROUP BY clauses can be used to specify criteria for the 
data manipulations.  A detailed explanation of every aspect of the Structured Query 
Language is beyond the scope of this document, but a sample SQL statement and its 
explanation are shown below.  In addition, Database Proccessing by David Kroenke is 
recommended as an excellent introductory text for the subject. 
SELECT DisplayDate, NewsID, Title, News 
FROM NEWS 
WHERE (((Month([displaydate]))=Month(Date()))) 
ORDER BY DisplayDate DESC 
This statement requests the display date, ID, title, and story (News) from the table 
NEWS for all news stories where the display month in the record is the same as the 
current month, and then sorts the data from most recent display date to oldest display 
date.  This will provide all news stories marked for display in the current month and 
display them with the newest story on top. 
The first method by which dynamic web pages can gain access to data through the 
development environment in Dreamweaver is directly through recordsets.  A recordset is 
the set of data that a specific ASP uses.  Each ASP page can make use of multiple 
recordsets if needed.  Using this method, the developer directly connects to the database 
and writes the SQL statement directly into the recordset criteria. 
The second method of data access using the combination of Dreamweaver and 
MS Access is to develop the SQL queries in the Access database.  The process is similar 
to the first method.  However, by creating the queries in the database instead of 
Dreamweaver, the developer has direct access to the data that will be used by the ASP 
page without the use of the web development environment.  This practice is also 
beneficial in that it provides easy manipulation and editing of these queries, if they 
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should change at any time.  This method of database query will be used for this project 
because of the maintainability that it provides. 
5. Login, Users, and Session Variables 
As was seen in the creation of the database earlier in this chapter, login 
usernames, passwords, and user levels will be stored for all members of the community.  
Using this method gives the website the capability of restricting access to members who 
are listed in the database and the ability to customize content for the current user.  The 
login page can be seen in Figure 13. 
 
Figure 13.   Portal Login Page 
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The user level field, although populated in the database, will not be used for this 
development.  Due to time constraints and the availability of the MS Access front end for 
the database, the administrator portion of the web portal will not be created at this time.  
This variable would have given the additional capability of granting access to 
administration pages only to those who had an administrator user level. 
Session variables are the means by which the ASP server model tracks the user 
while connected to the site.  The username and password are stored in a session variable 
and carried by the server throughout the user’s active navigation of the portal.  If a user 
logs out of the portal, closes his or her browser, or is inactive in the site for more than the 
session timeout period, the session variables are dropped.  The session variables are 
initially stored after a successful login authenticated to the approved list of users in the 
database.  A session variable can then be pulled to uniquely identify the current user to a 
database recordset.  The use of this functionality will be demonstrated in the Member 
Record Updates section. 
6. Web Template Creation 
Through the creation of numerous websites, the developer has discovered that the 
use of web templates is highly desirable for the creation of sites larger than a few pages.  
A web template is used in the development environment as a starting point for the 
creation of new pages.  Essentially, it gives all the pages the same look and functionality.  
In addition is provides the capability to update multiple pages at once in the future simply 
by changing the template.  The template will address the issue of providing a common 
menu structure throughout the site. 
a. Format and Style 
An initial requirement for the portal is a user-friendly interface for the 
portal.  User friendly is a vague term, but primarily incorporates two specific issues: ease 
of navigation and an aesthetically pleasing site.  Three simple points can be used when 
developing a site contrast, readability, and accessibility.  With these points in mind, a 
successful user interface should be attainable.   
Contrast refers to the proper use of colors for delivery of information and 
site creation.  This goal is accomplished by using colors that complement each other 
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without being hard to distinguish.  The easiest example of this is not to use a dark color 
on a dark color background (i.e. dark blue does not stand out on a black background.  
Figure 14 shows an example of good contrast next to a bad example.  The color scheme 
for this project was chosen using the Civil Engineer Corps logo and The Fighting Seabee.  
The resulting color pallet is shown in Figure 15. 
 
Figure 14.   Web Contrast Example 
 
 
Figure 15.   CEC Portal Palette 
 
Readability has a two-fold criterion.  The first of these is to ensure the size 
and font selected for text to be displayed on the site is easy for users to see and read.  The 
second half of the criteria deals with the delivery of information in an efficient manner.  
Users should not have to scroll anymore than necessary, and vertical scrolling is typically 
more desirable than horizontal scrolling.  Several things go into the attainment of this 
goal including font selection, page layout, monitor size, and resolution.  For this project, 
a standard web font set in Dreamweaver will be used.  The font set includes Arial, 
Helvetica, and San-Serif.  These fonts are simple and easy to read and are available on 
most systems in their standard configuration.  The font set uses the first font if available 
on the system, or it works through the list until it finds one of the fonts for use on the site.  
The fonts are similar.  This ensures that most users will see the page as the developer 
intended.  Page layout is critical to the success of this goal.  If a page is too graphic 
intensive, it will not have room for text that needs to be delivered.  If the page has a lot of 
“white space,” the content will not fill up the page, and it will look void of information.  
Concerning monitor size and screen resolution, these vary greatly from location to 
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location.  No one size can be counted on for all users, but it has been established, through 
conversations with numerous end users, that 1024 x 768 is a safe resolution to design for 
in most modern systems.  There will be exceptions in both directions.  Some users will 
have to scroll to see all content, and others will have too much “white space” on their 
page.  This can be avoided by developing the site in two or three sizes, detecting the 
client resolution when the user accesses the site, and directing them to the appropriate site 
developed for their resolution.  This is very intensive and will not be done for this 
prototype creation. 
Accessibility is also important to the successful design of a website.  
Again, there are two aspects to this criterion.  The first is providing common user access 
to all information on the site in an easy to locate format.  These issues will be addressed 
in the following section.  The second is accessibility for disabled persons as required by 
Section 508.  This issue will also be addressed in a follow-on section. 
b. Menus 
The common menu structure of the site is critical to providing users with a 
positive experience when visiting a site.  The menu system is the core of the web 
template to be created for the site.  By using a common menu throughout the portal, users 
can quickly identify and find their way around the site.  The menu items to be used for 
this project are Home, News, Awards, Orders, Links, and Searches.  These links give 
access to all of the resources on the site from all pages in the site.  Appendix E shows the 
detailed site plan and how the menu structure works within the site for navigation. 
c. Section 508 Requirements 
“Section 508 requires that Federal agencies' electronic and information 
technology is accessible to people with disabilities.” (Section 508, 2002) In light of these 
requirements, research was completed to identify a list of requirements mandated by this 
regulation.  Appendix F provides a quick list identified by the web center @ NIEHS 
(National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences).  The template for this portal was 
created with these requirements in mind.  Most of the requirements have been met, 
including one of the most obvious, which is the identification of graphical objects using 
the HTML ALT tag.  This tag displays a pop-up text box for all graphical elements on the 
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page.  In addition, all information links presented using color were duplicated using text 
indication such as underlining. 
A detailed analysis of the site would be required to ensure that all 
requirements were met.  This investment of time is unnecessary at this point because this 
is strictly a prototype development.  
7. Home Page Functionality 
The primary function of the homepage is to act as a central point for the entire 
portal.  In addition, the most recent news, awards, and orders releases will be displayed.  
The page is designed with the menu system on the right, a central information delivery 
section in the center, and quick access to information discussed in the next three sections.  
Figure 16 is a screen capture of the home page. 
The News and Awards sections list the two most current records.  The orders 
section shows the most recent 20 sets of orders released.  All other news, awards, and 
orders are provided in Phase III, IV, & V.  Additional functionality of the home page 
includes identification of the member currently logged into the system. 
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Figure 16.   Portal Home Page 
 
8. Quick Member Search 
One of the most useful functions provided by this portal is the quick location of 
addresses, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses of other community members.  With this 
in mind, a quick member search was added to the home page.  Members can search using 
any portion of a person’s last name.  Upon submission of the request, the user is 
presented with a list of members meeting the search criteria.  An example of the results 
page is shown in Figure 17.  From the list of members, the user can choose to see the 
detailed record of the member.  The detailed record contains all addresses, phone 
numbers, and e-mail addresses that the member has listed in the system.  This page is 
shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 17.   Member Search Results Page 
 
 
Figure 18.   Member Detail Page 
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7. Missing E-mail Notification 
One of the primary methods of communication between CEC community 
managers and community members is using e-mail.  Because of this, it is very important 
that all members maintain an active e-mail address in the system.  The home page 
displays the current number of members who have no e-mail in the system.  This count is 
provided by using a SQL COUNT statement to count members not contained in the 
EMAIL entity.  Directly under the count is a link, which takes the member to a list of all 
members with no address in the system.  From this second page, the member can choose 
to submit a link, if they are on the “guilty” list. 
8. Member Record Updates 
A final resource accessible directly from the home page is a link to the member 
update section of the site.  After following this link, the member is presented with a 
member detail page of his or her own personal information.  This page is similar to the 
member details page accessible from the quick search function, but with the addition of 
edit, add, and delete links.  These differences in this page can be seen in Figure 19.   
 
Figure 19.   Member Update Page 
 
This section takes advantage of the session variables discussed earlier.  When a 
member clicks the link to update member records, the site uses the current username to 
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identify the record to display and allow update access.  In other words, when users click 
on this link, they will only see their own information because they are identified by their 
login name.  Sample add, edit, and delete web forms are provided for address 
information.  These are included in Appendix G.  The forms for phone numbers and e-
mail addresses are similar. 
G. PHASE 3, 4, & 5 – INFORMATION DELIVERY CAPABILITES 
These phases are combined for documentation purposes because their scope is 
limited and some of the functionality has already been provided in the previous phase.  
The home page provides quick access to recent news, awards, and orders release.  In 
addition, the home page provides access to simple member searches, and user record 
updates.  Having provided these capabilities directly from the home page reduces the 
work required in these last 3 phases. 
1. Phase 3 – Personnel information delivery 
The requirements for this phase include: 
• Allow activity searches 
• Provide detailed activity search results 
• Allow member searches 
• Provide detailed member profile search results 
• Allow billet searches 
The member search capability and detailed member profile viewing have already 
been provided through the quick last name search for members on the home page.  This 
capability, although very useful, is limited.  The search by last name requires more 
information than some users may have.  A user may wish to search using multiple criteria 
values such as rank and year group.  The idea is to provide as much capability as 
possible.  Figure 20 shows the advanced member search portion of the searches page.  
The values included in the search capability are first name, last name, rank, designator, 
and year group.  The member can enter all or none of these values to be part of the search 
string.  The results for this search are displayed in the same format as the quick member 











Figure 20.   Advanced Member Search Web Form 
 
Activity searches are also a required capability for the portal.  This capability has 
been added using the following method.  A user chooses a CEC Region to search in using 
a provided list of options.  This portion of the advanced searches page is also shown in 
Figure 21.  This search is submitted and the user is presented with a list of all activities in 
that region.  A results page is shown in Figure 22.  The user can then select an activity 
from the list and will be provide with a detailed report for that activity consisting of the 
address, phone numbers, and all members currently assigned to billets at that command.  

















Figure 23.   Activity Detail Page 
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The final type of search required is a type of billet search capability.  This 
functionality is intended to allow members to search for jobs in billets having their rank 
opening up during the month and year that they plan to rotate.  To do this the user enters 
his or her rank chosen from a list of allowable values and enters the two digit month and 
four digit year in which they wish to search.  The billet search portion of the searches 
page is shown in Figure 24.  The results provide a list of billets and their associated 









Figure 24.   Billet Search Web Form 
 
 
Figure 25.   Billet Search Results Page 
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2. Phase 4 – Professional information delivery 
Professional information is limited to four categories four this prototype: Seabees, 
Public Works, Acquisitions, and General.  Providing access to information in these 
categories is the driving requirement for this phase.  This information is stored in the 
form of links to external sites.  When a link is chosen, the user is taken to the external site 
to view the relevant information.  This method was chosen for display of professional 
information because the task of maintaining all of the information at this one site is 
insurmountable and unnecessary.  Since most of the resources needed by CEC officers 
for professional development are available somewhere on the web, the external links 
were used.  The links page is shown in Figure 26. 
 
Figure 26.   Information Resource Links Page 
 
3. Phase 5 – Community items of interest delivery 
This final phase of development is provided for the development of the delivery 
pages for news, awards, and orders releases.  As was previously identified in the home 
page development phase, these pieces of information are delivered in limited quantity on 
the home page.  The detailed news, awards, and orders pages are used to grant access to 
all current information.  The news and awards pages deliver information in sets of five.  
The orders page delivers information in sets of twenty.  The user can navigate through the 
records using the recordset navigation menu at the bottom of these pages.  Examples of 
each of these pages are provided in Appendix H. 
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H. COMPLETION, TESTING, AND TROUBLESHOOTING 
With all phases of development complete, final issues regarding completion of the 
site can be discussed.  Essentially every detail of functionality provided by the site has 
been detailed in the previous sections.  However, one item remains.  Interlinking 
capability has been provided throughout the site.  This capability allows a user to search 
for a member and then click on the activity that the member is stationed at and be 
directed to that activities detail page.  The same is true for selecting member links on the 
activity pages.  These direct the user to the member detail page.  In addition, e-mail links 
on member detail pages are hyperlinks to call up the mailto function and call up the 
user’s default e-mail program with an e-mail to the selected member. 
 Like rapid application development, testing and troubleshooting are an iterative 
process.  Although testing was done throughout the duration of the development phases, a 
true test of the web portal and its interoperability with the database could not be 
performed until the database and portal were at a high percentage of completion.  The 
remaining work involved in the development was an iterative use and troubleshoot 
method.  The developer and other selected users accessed the portal and looked for errors, 
formatting issues, and other problems not yet identified.  No major problems were found, 
but minor corrections to database web queries were made and some formatting 
adjustments were made to the site. 
This concludes the development portion of the project.  A CD-ROM containing 
the database and the entire web application is included in Appendix I.  Chapter 4 
addresses issues associated with the implementation of this or some similar concept for 
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IV. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 
The prototype portal and supporting database are complete, and the issue of 
implementation must be discussed.  This project was undertaken as a proof-of-concept to 
show that an information delivery tool such as a portal could be used to provide the Civil 
Engineer Corps with a wide variety of resources online.  Providing a portal similar in 
concept to the one developed in this project would give members of the community 
access to the information it contains from any location with internet access.  Portions of 
this project are usable as delivered in this prototype; however, others are not.  In order to 
implement a similar working concept, several issues must be addressed.  Currently, there 
is no plan to implement this system, but the intent of the developer is to provide a quality 
concept that will generate interest in pursuing a production model.  In order for this to 
become a reality the items discussed in this chapter must first be considered. 
A. ARCHITECTURE 
The first issue to be addressed is the architecture to be used for hosting the 
database and the web portal.  Two and three tier alternatives are to be considered.  The 
current prototype utilizes a two tier architecture for the portal-database interaction, and 
single tier for the data management forms created in Access.  The current implementation 
is not ideal for a working implementation. 
1. Two Tier 
A traditional two tier front end consists of a server and a client.  Figure 27 shows 





Figure 27.   Two Tier Architecture 
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The database is stored and managed on the server, which also hosts the website.  
The user interface or front end is provided to the client either through a desktop 
application and/or website.  The client makes requests to the server.  On the server side, a 
desktop application would interact directly with the DBMS.   In addition, a web interface 
would connect directly to the web server which would communicate with the DBMS on 
the same server. 
2. Three Tier 
The three tier architecture model provides for the separation of user, application, 
and data.  Figure 28 shows the interaction between the tiers in this model. 
 
Figure 28.   Three Tier Architecture 
 
This structure is typically used in web-based applications.  The user accesses the 
system through the client machine (i.e. a portal), the application or web server receives 
the requests and forwards them onto the database server, which in turns fulfills the 
request and returns the requested information to the client via the web server.  This model 
is advantageous in that it separates the data from the application, which makes the 
information more secured. 
3. Selection 
The architecture used for the prototype is sufficient for that purpose, but an 
implemented solution would need to be more robust and allow for data separation.  It is 
recommended that an end product would utilize a three tier architecture with all access to 
the data for users and managers provided through the web.  The client would simply 
needed an internet browser such as Microsoft Internet Explorer, Netscape Navigator, or 
Mozilla in order to access the resources.  The application server could be Microsoft 
Internet Information Server, ColdFusion Server by Macromedia, or others.  Finally, the 
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DBMS functionality should be provided by an industry standard product such as Oracle 
or SQL Server.  This combination of products in the prescribed architecture would 
provide a robust capability with data integrity. 
B. DATA MIGRATION & MAINTENANCE 
There are several issues that must be addressed directly related to the data model 
and the existing data available for use.  The project could not be successful without 
addressing these. 
1. Data Migration 
As was discussed in the database development section, the data model for this 
project was not entirely normalized.  This was due to the format of the existing data.  The 
data in its current form is not relational database friendly.  The database in its prototype 
form would require manual interaction from the community detailer office.  The dataset 
that has been entered into the functional prototype would need to be verified, updated, 
and completed.  There is a substantial portion of the information missing.  This is due to 
the difficulty of utilizing the existing legacy data.  Also, a large portion of the personnel 
information is not currently stored in any database.  The data populated in these entities 
was provided by supporters of the concept who are members of the community.  Further 
discussion will follow on this subject in the conclusion chapter. 
2. Data Maintenance 
Many a wise person has said that a database is only as good as its data.  There has 
never been a greater truth spoken.  In order for a database application to be useful and 
productive, it must contain meaningful current data.  This is a big hurdle for the proposed 
system.  The information with respect to activity, billet, and orders is stored in a legacy 
system previously discussed.  There is no current method of integrating the data.  The 
system must be standalone.  This creates additional work for the staff at 
NAVPERSCOM.  The features of this site are not supported directly by the Navy at this 
time.  However, the P1 is a community supported item and will continue to be supported 
in some form.  Member data supported by this prototype would be maintained by the 
user.  In order to make this effort successful, users would have to be excited about the 
capabilities offered through this portal.  If community was interested in the use of the 
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site, they would participate in properly maintaining their addresses, phone numbers, and 
e-mail addresses. 
C. SITE MIGRATION 
In order to make use of the system developed in this project, the portal would 
have to be migrated to a permanently supported site such as the NAVFAC Information 
Technology Center in Port Hueneme, California.  Migration of a site from one server to 
another often involves a certain amount of troubleshooting.  This fact was encountered 
when moving the site from the site which it was developed on to the system where it is 
currently hosted.  Issues that often arise during migration include database connectivity 
problems, file permission issues, and web server configuration conflicts.  Each of these 
problems was encountered during the migration to the SeabeeOne server that currently 
hosts the site.  These problems are not insurmountable.  Rather, they are things which 
should be considered if the portal was migrated to a production server. 
Since this portal will probably not be implemented in its current state, the 
migration issues are not critical.  Any new developments based on the prototype could 
use the application server function of the Dreamweaver development environment to 
eliminate most of this problem. 
D. USER MANUAL AND TRAINING 
A user manual was not provided with this documentation because the project is 
simply a prototype and there are no immediate plans for implementation.  If the system 
was utilized, a user manual and training would need to be provided, at a minimum to the 
community managers who would be maintaining the data.  Proper use of the system 
facilitated by proper instruction ensures that the data will be kept in a proper manner.  
The portal has been created with simplicity in mind; therefore, little instruction should be 
required for members of the community who would be accessing the site.  Also, most 
members of the community are familiar with the internet and the operation of typical sites 
found there.  This site follows those same development guidelines and should be very 
familiar to users accessing the site. 
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E. OTHER ISSUES 
1. Contractor Support 
If a decision is made to proceed with this concept, a choice would have to be 
made regarding whether to use the prototype and enhance or create a new site from 
scratch.  In a government environment, either of these options lend themselves to a 
contractor developed and supported site.  Resources are available through the NAVFAC 
CIO office to support such an effort.  A contractor could provide advanced data migration 
and web development capabilities, and future support for the application. 
2. NMCI 
In order for this project to proceed using the Dreamweaver development 
environment, a waiver would have to be granted since it is not currently on the list of 
approved software.  Microsoft FrontPage is on the approved list; however, its capabilities 
are highly limited for web-based data applications.  This issue could be moot if a 
















































A. LESSONS LEARNED 
Throughout the course of this project, a few specific items have been identified as 
things to avoid in future developments of similar projects.  This section is not devoted to 
identification of every mistake made during the development.  It simply exists to point 
out key changes in the process that would have streamlined the development. 
1. Data Modeling 
The creation of the schema is critical to the success of any project involving 
access to a database.  Obtaining a properly normalized data model is often a process of 
trial and error, but it must be done to the largest extent possible to help prevent future 
data errors and duplication.  The lesson learned in this area is to begin the creation of the 
data model with a very open mind.  This is often difficult to do, but it can make the 
creation of the model much easier if it is accomplished.  If the developer attempts to 
create the model but has preconceived ideas about the data involved, obvious 
relationships may be missed. 
As an example, the relationship between activities and billets is considered at this 
time.  In the Civil Engineer Corps, activities have several billets associated with them.  
Several activities may have a Public Works Officer billet; however, the data from the 
NAVPERSCOM legacy system treats each of these Public Works Officer billets as a 
unique billet and might possibly have different short descriptions for the billet.  In a 
proper model, this would be one billet at many activities.  In other words, the relationship 
would be many-to-many.  This fact was overlooked during the initial creation of the data 
model.  This causes duplication of data and inefficiency in the design.  In the end, this 
mistake was left in the design of the model for the prototype because it made population 
of the database substantially simpler.  Without this allowance, the data would have 
needed to be manually scrubbed to find all billets, which were actually the same.  This 
effort was more than allowed for in the development of this system.  If a system of 
similar design were put into place, a decision would have to be made regarding whether 
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to continue to allow the model irregularity or to normalize this relationship and fix the 
data. 
2. Lookup Confusion 
During the initial creation of the database, it was decided to use lookup tables for 
control of the allowable values for several entity attributes such as types and categories.  
In the design of this portal, data for addresses, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses are 
to be utilized.  The decision was made to use a lookup table for the allowable list of type 
values for these data records.  Initially a single entity was created containing all possible 
types for each of these data types.  Later, it was discovered that the use of this tables for 
lookup in forms, web pages, and other tables would be confusing.  The reason for this 
was the availability of toll-free as a type of e-mail in drop-down menu lists and other 
similar confusing options.  The correction for this problem was to create an independent 
lookup for each type of data: address, phone number, and e-mail address.  A similar 
problem was discovered in the use of the category lookup for both billets and information 
resource web links.  Both of these problems were corrected in order to eliminate the 
confusion. 
3. Web Design 
Two valuable lessons were learned with respect to approaches to web design, 
especially regarding pages containing dynamic content.  The first of these is related to the 
use of web templates for the creation of a site.  A template can be a curse and a blessing.  
The convenience of a template is that it allows you to create multiple pages with identical 
content on some portion of the page.  This is specifically useful for creating a common 
navigation or menu system for the site. 
The first primary lesson identified in this section is the importance of perfecting 
the template before the creation of additional pages.  The reason for this is the need for 
template updates.  If the template is changed after the creation of other pages, the 
development environment is able to update the additional pages that have been created 
based on the modified template.  However, these updates are not always entirely 
successful.  Specifically, the use of certain automated server behaviors and custom scripts 
may fail.  These items sometimes prevent the proper update of the subsequent pages.  
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When this happens, the additional pages must be fixed one at a time.  This problem was 
experienced late in the development of this prototype when the logout functionality was 
to be added to all pages throughout the site.  The template was updated with a link and an 
automated logout script created by Dreamweaver UltraDev.  The update to all pages in 
the site was successful, or so it seemed.  Upon further inspection and testing of pages 
throughout the site, it was discovered that many pages had a script error caused by the 
logout addition.  This error, if identified early in the development, could have been dealt 
with.  In the end, this behavior was removed from every page except the homepage, 
which was not based on the template.  Therefore, users must either close their browser or 
return to the homepage in order to properly logout of the site and clear their session 
variables. 
The second web design lesson learned is to plan a page thoroughly before 
attempting to build it.  Sketch the page, think it over, re-sketch it, and repeat until there is 
a high level of comfort with the design of the page and the information to be delivered.  If 
this is done, it will prevent the need to recreate the page from scratch several times in 
order to obtain the desired result.  This method can be extended throughout the site by 
sharing page designs in the creation of future pages with similar data reporting 
requirements.  This is similar to the use of the template but in greater detail. 
B. FUTURE WORK 
As this project comes to completion, it is clear that the concept has been proven, 
but it is not yet ready for use by the community.  There are several reasons for this.  This 
section provides specific areas that should be addressed in future work to make this 
prototype more suited for a production system. 
1. Data Standardization and Validation 
An effort was made, during the creation of the data model, to restrict the users 
input of data wherever possible.  The use of lookup tables and controlled domains were 
the primary method by which this was accomplished.  Most data that could be 
constrained was; however, there are a few other areas where this capability could be 
provided.  Specifically, the use of a lookup table for the country code prefix for phone 
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numbers and the country name for addresses could be standardized.  This list would have 
to manually generated or obtained from other source. 
The method by which to store phone numbers was a struggle for the developer.  
The existence of activities and billets in many other countries suggests that several 
different formats could be used.  This issue could be evaluated further in order to identify 
a more consistent format for the storage of these numbers. 
Additionally a primary area in which functionality was not provided is data 
validation.  The Microsoft Access database forms have built in validation.  They will not 
allow a record to be created if a required value is null.  Although the program provides 
messages to indicate which required fields were not populated, it would be beneficial to 
designate theses fields on the form so that the user would not receive an error message 
from the system.  Web form validation was not provided due to time constraints.  The 
concept is simple.  The application server checks to see if all required values are entered 
before submitted the information to the database.  If fields are left null, the client should 
identify to the user that certain fields must be completed.  Web pages would also benefit 
from clear identification of required fields.  Specific formats for data to be entered into 
web forms could also be indicated on the page.  This would help prevent database 
corruption caused by incorrectly formatted data. 
2. Fine Tuning 
Both the Access database forms and the web pages could greatly benefit from 
additional “fine-tuning” before this system was made accessible for use by the entire 
community.  All forms and pages should be scrubbed to ensure that data display fields 
and lookup menus are sized properly to view all data in the field.  This is a simple task 
and was partly completed during the creation of this project, but not thoroughly tested 
with the data set populated.  One specific area suggested for improvement of the web 
portal is the elimination of scrolling wherever possible.  The site was designed for 1024 x 
768 resolution, which is available and used on many DoD computers.  The development 
process was a learning experience for this project.  The web template was created using 
certain sizes for HTML content tables.  These tables often cause pages to show a scroll 
bar when there is no information stored off screen.  The other cause for scrolling is the 
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delivery of too much dynamic content to a single formatted page.  For example, the home 
page delivers the two newest awards and news stories along with the 20 newest sets of 
orders.  This information typically causes the page to scroll because of the quantity of 
information delivered.  This type of behavior could be evaluated throughout the site and 
eliminated where possible and desired.  The elimination of all scrolling within the site 
makes the site much more usable for the fast-paced users that are typically accessing the 
web.  Users want information quickly, and they do not want to be required to do a lot of 
“clicking” to get it. 
3. Web Functionality 
Additional functionality could be added to the portal in the form of award and 
news submissions, or additional interactive or drilldown-type search capabilities.  The 
“items of interest” submissions were originally intended as part of this project but were 
eliminated due to time constraints.  The system in its current state can only accept these 
submissions through the data management forms in Access.  These submissions would be 
critical to the success of a production site.  The variety of searches on members, 
activities, and billets is nearly endless.  The community could be polled for additional 
capabilities that they would be interested in seeing added to the site.  If the community 
were involved in future efforts such as these, it would most likely garner additional 
support for the concept and add to its chance of success. 
4. Database Integration 
The last area of future work is likely the most important.  The issues associated 
with the current state of data in the NAVPERSCOM legacy system have been mentioned 
previously.  In order to make this entire concept a reality, the maintenance of the data 
would need to be as simple as possible and require little interaction on the part of the 
detailing office staff.  In order to make the concept viable, the detailing office would have 
to be willing to maintain the data.  In order to prevent the duplication of data, an 
integration method between the legacy system and the portal database should be 
established.  This could come in the form of a direct connection to the NAVPERSCOM 
system, but this option is highly unlikely.  A realistic goal would be to create an import 
routine that would update this system using the ASCII text file output from the 
mainframe system.  Another research project is currently underway to accomplish this 
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very task.  The initial development of the data model for both of these projects was done 
simultaneously; however, additional changes are expected in model for the other research 
project.  This research is not yet complete.  When it is completed, it will meet one of the 
primary requirements for the progression of this portal to a working implementation.  
This portal research would have to be revisited upon completion of the data integration 
research in order to assess changes to the data model and evaluate its use with the 
existing portal web pages. 
C. FINAL THOUGHTS 
This project started with a grand vision in the mind of one student.  The result is 
not the full-blown production model that was initially envisioned, but the research did 
address the primary question of what a prototype model for a Civil Engineer Corps 
Community portal could look like.  A successful working prototype with database and 
website were created, and the concept was proven as a viable information delivery tool 
for use by the community.  Portions of the portal could be implemented with little to no 
additional work.  Other parts require additional work to implement successfully - some of 
which is ongoing.  As stated in the beginning, the internet has become a powerful tool for 
providing information to almost anyone, anywhere.  This project proves that this concept 
can be extended to this community to provide a wealth of information to a myriad of 
officers around the world. 
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APPENDIX A:  P1 SAMPLE PAGES 
PAGE IS REPRESENTATIVE OF FORMAT, BUT CONTAINS NO VALID DATA 
 
 Civil Engineer Corps Active Duty Personnel 
Page Name Rank Year Activity Name PCode Designator 
Number Group 
34 SALTER, JEFFREY MITCHEL  LCDR 1986 NAVSUPPACT NEW  1101P 5100 
100 SANDERS, SCOT T  LT 1992 ENGFLDACT MED  1101P 5100 
16 SASEK, DAVID JOHN  LCDR 1987 COM THREE ONE NCR  1101P 5100 
36 SCANLAN, STEVEN RAYMOND  CDR 1982 CG MCB CAMP LEJEUNE  1101P 5100 
84 SCHANZE, CHRISTOPHER NMN  CAPT 1978 PACNAVFACENGCOM  1101P 5100 
59 SCHILLING, LEONARD CARL  LT 1992 NAVSUBASE KINGS BAY GA 1101P 5100 
83 SCOTT, BRIAN MERRITT  CDR 1981 ROICC MID-PACIFIC  1101P 5100 
23 SHEEDY, WILLIAM MALCOLM  LCDR 1986 NAF ATSUGI JAPAN 1101P 5100 
46 SHOEMAKER, JERRY J  LT 1992 CBC PORT HUENEME CA 1101P 5100 
5 SNOW, RALPH GORDON  CDR 1983 CINCPACFLT PEARL  1101P 5100 
92 STILL, AARON MICHAEL  LT 1996 NMCB FOUR 1101P 5100 
85 STOLL, MICHAEL JOHN  CDR 1982 COMNAVFACENGCOMHQ  1101P 5100 
60 STRATMAN, ALLAN MARK  LCDR 1986 NMCB THREE 1101P 5100 
61 SURASH, JOHN E  CAPT 1976 COMNAVFACENGCOMHQ  1101P 5100 
121 SYKES, MARSHALL TROUTMAN  LCDR 1988 FACILITIES PROGRAM  1101P 5100 
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PAGE IS REPRESENTATIVE OF FORMAT, BUT CONTAINS NO VALID DATA 
 
EFA SOUTHEAST LISTING 
Page Activity Name UIC Commercial Phone 
35 PWC JACKSONVILLE FL 68931 (904) 589-0943 
 ENGFLDACT SOUTHEAST JACKSONVILLE FL 44226 (904) 930-9398 
 NAS JACKSONVILLE FL 00207 (904) 399-9388 
 
36 NAVSPTEL BICMD JACKSONVILLE FL 32264 (904) 939-3990 
 NAVHOSP JACKSONVILLE FL 00232 (904) 849-9487 
 NAVAVNDEPOT JACKSONVILLE FL 65886 (904) 653-9489 
 HLTHCARE SUPPO JACKSONVILLE FL 68907 (904) 849-4985 
 COMNAVREG SE JACKSONVILLE FL 09697 (904) 859-9494 
 
37 CBU FOUR ONE ZERO JACKSONVILLE FL 66671 (904) 843-4899 
 NAS MAYPORT FL 68709 (904) 985-9585 
 NAVSTA MAYPORT FL 60201 (904) 849-4994 
 
38 CBU FOUR TWO ZERO MAYPORT FL 55162 (904) 445-9488 
 NAVSUBASE KINGS BAY GA 42237 (912) 938-3948 
 EFA SE CONT OFC KINGS BAY GA 68248 (912) 943-3933 
 SWFLNT KNGS BAY GA 68733 (912) 343-4944 
 
39 CBU FOUR ONE TWO KINGS BAY GA 66672 (912) 839-3930 
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APPENDIX F:  SECTION 508 SHORT LIST 
1. A text equivalent for every non-text element shall be provided (e.g., via "alt", 
"longdesc", or in element content). 
2. Equivalent alternatives for any multimedia presentation shall be synchronized 
with the presentation. 
3. Web pages shall be designed so that all information conveyed with color is also 
available without color, for example from context or markup. 
4. Documents shall be organized so they are readable without requiring an 
associated style sheet. 
5. Redundant text links shall be provided for each active region of a server-side 
image map. 
6. Client-side image maps shall be provided instead of server-side image maps 
except where the regions cannot be defined with an available geometric shape. 
7. Row and column headers shall be identified for data tables. 
8. Markup shall be used to associate data cells and header cells for data tables that 
have two or more logical levels of row or column headers. 
9. Frames shall be titled with text that facilitates frame identification and navigation. 
10. Pages shall be designed to avoid causing the screen to flicker with a frequency 
greater than 2 Hz and lower than 55 Hz. 
11. A text-only page, with equivalent information or functionality, shall be provided 
to make a web site comply with the provisions of this part, when compliance cannot be 
accomplished in any other way. The content of the text-only page shall be updated 
whenever the primary page changes. 
12. When pages utilize scripting languages to display content, or to create interface 
elements, the information provided by the script shall be identified with functional text 
that can be read by assistive technology. 
13. When a web page requires that an applet, plug-in or other application be present 
on the client system to interpret page content, the page must provide a link to a plug-in or 
applet that complies with §1194.21(a) through (l). 
14. When electronic forms are designed to be completed on-line, the form shall allow 
people using assistive technology to access the information, field elements, and 
functionality required for completion and submission of the form, including all directions 
and cues. 
15. A method shall be provided that permits users to skip repetitive navigation links. 
16. When a timed response is required, the user shall be alerted and given sufficient 
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